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23/08/2017

NOTIFICATION

The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally 
eligible to be called for the descriptive type test, for selection to the post of  DIVISIONAL ACCOUNTANT 
(NCA - HINDU NADAR) - Statewide  (Category No. 146/2015 ) in KERALA GENERAL SERVICES 
Department on RS.18740-33680/- on the basis of the Objective Type Test (OMR) held on 
23/01/2016.
The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, 
indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test. 

:

0471-2447201

Trivandrum

HEAD OFFICE, TRIVANDRUM

135/2017/ER VI

Main List

101737 102834 104990 104991 105003 105084

105160 105292 106019 106028 106256 107056

110370 111716 113102 115775 115849 116011

116496 117792 118974 122573 123240 124000

127657 131194 131592 131595 132172 132710

132724 133149 133196 136230 136357 136617

136859 136909 136917 137155 137771 137812

137865 138759 138791 139022 179970 201658

227826



2 DIVISIONAL ACCOUNTANT (NCA - HINDU NADAR)

  Statewide 

Approved for issue,

Section Officer.

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this Short list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and 
admission of  application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the short list does not confer 
any right on the candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note:- (2)  The list has been  prepared by including eligible and qualified candidates who have secured top 
marks in the OMR Test. 

Note :- (3)  The candidates who have secured 31.67 (Thirty one (point) six seven ) mark and above are 
included in the Main List of the short list.

Note:- (4)   According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer 
scripts can be rechecked after the publication of Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be published in the 
Ranked List to be published for the post. 

Note :- (5) Copy of answer  scripts  of the OMR Test held on 23/01/2016 will be issued to those candidates 
who, apply for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List.  Candidates whose 
Register Numbers are invalidated are advised to refer to Notification No : ER VI(2)5038/2017/EW 

dated.23.08.2017.
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